
BOX PLOTS - PRACTICE QUESTIONS

1.

The box plot beloin, shows the rnarks, out of 100, that a grclup of

stuclents scored in a maths test.
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(a) Complete the table belolv.

Minimum Lr:wer Ouartile Median Upper Quartitre Maxlmum

l1* L*A ?C} q6

(b) What rnas the range of the scores?

q6 *\z= 8+
(ci What r,vas the interqi:artile range of the scores?

?S "*t*O= 30
2.

The box plot below shows the weights of a group of dogs.
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10 1s zo is 30

Weight (in kilograms)

45

(a) What is the weight of the lightest dog in the group?

B t(r*
{b} What is the median weight?

ZLVg
(c) What is the weight of the heaviest dog in the group?

3lt kg
(d) What is the tarrge of the weights?

it- S: 30 kg
(e) What is the interqr-lartile r;rnge cf the weights?

Lt- 16* lLkg
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The tabie below shows the number of sick days a group of employees took over a two-

year period.

Minimum Lou,'er Ouartiie Median Upper Quartile Maximum

1 6 10 t6 28

Use the information to construct a box piot on the axis beloin'.

1"5

Number of sick days

4.

The 
'table 

below shows the highest break scored by members of a snooker club last

season.
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Minimum Low'er Quartile fuledian Upper Quartile Range

24 36 44 52 104

f'l a"it r,nu'\ -- toq t?k = \ tBUse the information to construct a box plot on the axis below.
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10040:t.* t20 1,40

5.

The table below shows the temperatures (in degrees Celsius) recorded at midday in
Bristol over 100 days.

Lou,'er Quartile Median Maximum Range interquartile Range

10 16 29 t2

Use the information to construct a box plot r:n the axis below.
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6.

A group of Year 11s had their heights measured.

The bo3rs had a meelian height af 164 centirnetres.

The tallest boy had a height of L92 centimetres.

The shortest boy had a height of 148 centirnetres.

The lower quartile fcr the boys u,as 156 centirnetres.

The upper quartiie for the boys r,r,as 176 centirnetres.

{a} Use the information to construct a box plot for the J:oys on the axis belorv.

1.40 1s0 160 fia 180

Height (in centimetres)

The tallest giri had. a height of 782 centimetres.
The shortest girl had a height af 14O centimetres.
The girls tnd, a median height of 150 centimetres.
The lower quartile for the girls was 146 centirnetres.

The interquartile range for the girls was the same as the boys.

(b) Use the information to construct a box plot for the girls on the axis belor.v.

150 170

Height (in centimetres)

(ci Con:pare the range of tl:e heights af the boys to the girls.
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7.

A zooiogist wanted to compare the wingspans of vultures and eagles.

The two box plots below show the wingspans of a group of adults from each species.
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Make three comparisons about the distributions of wingspans of the vultures and the
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8.

A group of friends played a ganle.

The incomplete hox plot below represents their scores"

The interquartile range of the scores was 2OO.

The range of the scores was three times tJ.e interquartile range of the scores.

Use the information to complete the box plot.

{{a,}f6J,116,l = 
3?-0+6 de*qL$
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(c) Wtrat percentage r:f the boys had an iQ greater than 732?

(d) Compare the interquartile ranges of tfre boys and the grls.'-' ---ii-it{jlz*;9";.fO "rr^e '*tirqp"rtitc rcngr. t,
10 a"ys* s6 b"Y11?d',#ffartd.ho
Below is a box plot showing the number of hours students spent rE rising for a test.
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9.

A scientist wanted to compare the IQs of giris and boys.

The below box plot shows the IQs of a group of glrls.

The minimurn IQ of the boys was 48.

The maximum IQ of the boys was 192.

The median IQ of the boys was 12 less than the girls"

The upper quartile of the boys was 8 more than the girls.

The interquartile range of the boys was 56.

{a} Use the information to construct a box plot
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{b} What percentage of the girls had an IQ greater than 84?

L%I,
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Hours spent revising

What percentage of the students spent nlore than 19 hours revising?

L0.*= IYL- 5:6 a76
for the boys on the axis belor,v.
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11.

Susan grows tomatoes.
She grows some tomato plants inside her greenhouse and others outside her

greenhouse.

The box piots below show the heights of the tomato plants inside and outside the

greenhouse.
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inside the greenhouse and those grown outside ttre greenhouse.
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12.
Below is a box plot showing the number of runs scored by players at a cricket club last

season-
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N4ake three comparisons about the distributions of the heights oi tomato plants grown

What percentage of the players scored between 44A and 5OO runs last season?
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